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Experimental Testing of Single APM Spheres
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Abstract. Advanced pore morphology (APM) foam, consisting of sphere-like metallic
foam elements, proves to have advantageous mechanical properties and unique
application adjustability. Since the APM foam manufacturing procedure has been
developed recently, the mechanical characterization of these materials is still very
limited. Therefore, the purpose of this research was to determine the behaviour of APM
spheres and its composites when subjected to quasi-static and dynamic compressive
loading. The results of the performed research have shown valuable mechanical
properties of the composite APM foam structures, offering new possibilities for their use
in general engineering applications.

1 Introduction
Development, design, manufacturing, characterisation and application of conventional cellular
structures used in composite materials have been widely studied and reviewed [1-4]. New fabrication
methods have been developed for more convenient and flexible use in different applications to
overcome the technological problems related to the control of structure irregularity, also resulting in
more homogeneous and regular pore distribution [5-8]. Recently, a new type of cellular materials has
been developed, the Advanced Pore Morphology (APM) foam, which consists of sphere-like
metallic foam elements, characterised by advantageous mechanical properties and unique
applicability. Since the APM foam manufacturing procedure has recently been developed, the
mechanical characterization of these materials is very limited. Therefore, the purpose of this research
was to determine the behaviour of the APM foam elements subjected to compressive loading. Single
APM foam elements were experimentally subjected to quasi-static and dynamic compressive
loading, providing the basic properties and knowledge for an efficient application of composite APM
foam structures.

2 Advanced Pore Morphology Foam
The APM foam has been developed at Fraunhofer IFAM, Bremen in Germany, and represents a new
method for production of hybrid cellular structures. The APM foam elements (spheres) consist of
interconnected closed-cell cellular structure (foam), as shown in Fig. 1 [9-10].
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Fig. 1. Advance Pore Morphology (APM) foam element:
cross-section (left) and CT scan (right).
The manufacturing procedure consists of powder compaction (by the CONFORM® process) and
rolling to obtain expandable precursor material. The precursor material is then cut into small
volumes (granules) that are in a continuous belt furnace expanded (due to TiH2 foaming agent) into
spherical foam elements [11]. The matrix alloy of the APM foam is AlSi7. Generally, three sizes of
APM foam are manufactured: 5, 10 and 15 mm in diameter. Their density can vary from 500 to 1000
kg/m3 [10]. Their detailed technology concept, production and properties are described in [9, 12].
The APM foam parts exhibit two types of porosity: (i) the inner porosity in single APM foam
elements and (ii) the porosity between the many APM foam elements [13].
As cellular materials, the APM foam elements have a characteristic compressive stress-strain
relationship that can be divided into four main areas: (i) quasi-linear elastic response, (ii) transition
zone, where the materials exhibit buckling, plastic deformation and collapse of intercellular walls,
(iii) stress plateau, where the mechanism of buckling, and collapse becomes even more pronounced,
resulting in large strains at almost constant stress and (iv) densification, where the stiffness increases
and consequently converges towards the stiffness of the base material. The APM foam has a wide
potential application spectrum as energy absorbing structure, stiffening elements (in shell structures),
core layers, damping elements or bonded with a matrix in composite materials. One of their main
advantages is their simple use as filler elements increasing the energy absorption of hollow parts,
e.g. a hollow automotive part can be filled with APM foam elements covered with adhesive, then the
filled part is heated up to join the APM foam elements. Such APM foam filled part has a much
higher energy absorption capabilities with minimal mass increase. It should be also noted that this
procedure is insensitive to hollow part shape and geometry, which can be a challenging problem at
conventional aluminium foams. They are additionally able to undergo large deformations when
subjected to compressive loading.
Since the technology concept and manufacturing procedure of APM foam elements has just recently
been developed there are only a few studies available characterizing this kind of material. The
reference [9], along with the detailed description of the APM technology concepts, represents
fundamental deformation behaviour of single and bonded APM foam elements under quasi-static
compressive loading conditions. Results of uni-axial and hydrostatic compression tests of APM foam
are evaluated in [11], where the authors focus on variation and influence of adhesives and adhesive
coating thicknesses used for bonding the APM foam elements with partial morphology.
Additionally, they provide some distinctive differences between APM and conventional aluminium
foams. A practical example of filling a hollow profile with APM elements and comparing the stressstrain diagrams between the hollow profile, hollow profile filled with APM elements and hollow
profile filled with bonded APM elements is given in [9, 13]. The authors conclude that filling the
profile with APM elements increases the capability of energy absorption which can be further
improved by bonding the APM elements.
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3 Experimental testing
The experimental testing was divided into two parts: (i) characterization of single APM foam
elements and (ii) characterization of composite APM foam. The experiments have been performed
on the servo-hydraulic dynamic testing machine INSTRON 8801 under quasi-static and dynamic
uni-axial compressive loading conditions (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Compressive testing of a single APM foam element.
Two sizes of APM foam elements (ρ ≈ 800 kg/m3) have been used: ∅5 and ∅10 mm. The matrix
alloy of all specimens was AlSi7. Figure 3 shows the deformation behaviour of the APM foam
element.

Fig. 3. Compression phases of a single APM foam element.
The results of the single APM foam elements experiments are shown in Fig. 4-8, showing
characteristic cellular material (foam) behaviour, i.e. the stress plateau followed by the densification.
Due to the spherical shape of the APM foam elements the diagram shows the compressive force vs.
macroscopic (global) engineering compressive strain. Figures 4 and 5 represent the quasi-static and
dynamic compressive behaviour of APM foam elements of 5 mm in diameter. Strain rates up to
33 s-1 have been achieved. From the comparison it can be observed that in the case of quasi-static
loading the stress increase more gradually compared to the dynamically loaded elements. However,
this difference can be observed only up to 15 % of deformation. For the larger deformation, the
response of quasi-statically and dynamically loaded APM elements is similar.
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Fig. 4. Behaviour of single APM foam elements (∅5 mm)
under quasi-static compressive loading conditions.

Fig. 5. Behaviour of single APM foam elements (∅5mm)
under dynamic compressive loading conditions.
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Fig. 6. Behaviour of single APM foam elements (∅10 mm)
under quasi-static compressive loading conditions.

Fig. 7. Behaviour of single APM foam elements (∅10 mm)
under dynamic compressive loading conditions.
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Figures 6 and 7 represent the quasi-static and dynamic compressive behaviour of APM foam
elements with 10 mm in diameter. Strain rates up to 20 s-1 have been achieved. From the comparison
it can be observed that their global response is similar. However, higher strain rates might influence
their behaviour.

Fig. 8. Behaviour of single APM foam elements (∅5 and ∅10 mm)
under quasi-static compressive loading conditions.
From the Fig. 8 it can be observed that the plateau (force) region for larger specimens (∅10 mm) is
approximately 4.6x higher in comparison to ∅5 mm APM foam elements. Additionally, it is clear
that larger foam elements experience lower densification strain (approx. ∆ε = 0.15). The
experimental results are in a good agreement with results achieved by Stöbener et al. [11].

Conclusions
The APM foam elements, characterized by efficient manufacture and repeatable production
parameters, are opening new directions in engineering of energy absorption components. The paper
describes behaviour of APM foam subjected to compressive mechanical loading. The single APM
elements showed a characteristic cellular material behaviour. It has been observed that the larger
foam elements experience lower densification strain. Additionally, minor strain rate sensitivity in the
global behaviour has been noted. The APM spheres are mainly considered as basic components,
which together with adhesive form composite materials having enormous potential in various
applications. In our ongoing research an advanced approach to study the topology and morphology
influence on the global behaviour of composite APM structures by means of the CT and thermal
image scanning is planned. Furthermore, different adhesive materials will be tested in order to
increase the application range of the studied composite materials.
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